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In this paper we report 2D radiation magnetohydrodynamic simulations
of a dynamic hohlraum target designed to be driven by the Z accelerator (1) at
Sandia National Laboratory, Albuquerque New Mexico. Z generates currents up
20 MA with a rise time of 100ns and peak electrical power of 40 TW. In this
design we attempt to reduce the effects of magneto-Rayleigh Taylor (RT) modes
by using a distributed initial density profile. Earlier work (2,3) showed that
“tailoring” the initial density profile could reduce the sheath acceleration and the
number of e-foldings that the RT instability grows during the implosion . As the
sheath moves in radially, fresh material is swept up or “snow plowed”, providing “
a back pressure that counters the J x B force. A special profile can be found in
which the unstable outer surface of the sheath implodes at constant velocity,
reducing the classical growth rate to zero, although residual Richtmeyer-Meshkov
type instability (instability of the snow-plow shock front) may be present. In
practice, it is hard to create tailored initial density profiles due to the difficulty of
machining .md otherwise manipulating very low density materials. It becomes
easier to manufacture these complex targets as the current, energy and load mass
increase with large drivers. Z is the first fast pulse power device with enough
energy to consider loads of this type.
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Fig. 1 Dynamic hohlraum target

The design we have modeled

employs a 3 cm diameter, 2 cm long,

tungsten wire array of mass 6 @em

as the high atomic number shell

material. The wire array implodes on

3 concentric, annular shells of low

density (10 mg/cc) agar foam with a

25 mm layer of beryllium covering

the interior of the central shell,

shown in Fig. 1. The annular shells,

with foam between radii of 1.1 and

1.15 cm (outer shell), 0.6 and 0.7 cm

(middle shell)” and 0.25 and 0.3 cm

(inner shell), explode under the

influence of the X-rays emitted by

the wire array and outer shells. In
the process, they create a rough approximation to the zero-acceleration tailored
density profile. The use of multiple shells to control RT instability in Z-pinches
has been studied previously (4). 1D simulations show the stamation of the.,
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Figure 2. Tr (keV) on axis and r (cm) of shellsvs. time
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beryllium at a minimumdiameter of about 0.16 ~ with a peak temperature of
240 eV and temperatures exceeding200 eV for 7 m. The radii of the different
layers and the radiation temperature on the pinch axis are shown in Fig. (2). The
peak temperature occurs 50 ns tier the current peaks at 17 MA. In the hot,
stagnated beryllium the average distance X-ray photons can travel before being
absorbed and re-emitte~ the Rosseland mean free path, is several times the pinch
diameter, while the agar and tungsten layers have an optical depth of about 20.
With these conditions, it is sensible to describe the configuration as a dynamic
hohlraum. The beryllium fills the hohlraum at a density of about 0.1 glee and
pressure of order 50 Mbar. This type of hohlraum is better suited to driving
auxiliary experiments than ICF capsules insidethe hohlraum that could be affected
by the high plasma pressure . The drive temperature seen by an auxiliary load
depends on the type of experiment. A highly reflective load on the end sees the
full 240 eV, while a highly absorptive load removes significant energy from the
hohlraum, droppingthe effective drive temperature to 180 eV.

We’ve also done 2D calculations includingthe effects of RT modes for this
target and similar designs. A calculation for a similar target with a 1‘A density
perturbation and a 2mm wavelength shows significant instability growth in the
tungsten, but littleperturbation of the inner layers. At stagnation against the inner
annulus,the bubble-spikeformation in the tungsten is partly reversed. The peak
temperature drops from 230 eV to -220 eV, and the hohlraum interior remains
optically thin at about the same diameter as the 1D simulation. 2D periodic
simulations with 5°/0 initial random zone-to-zone density perturbation show larger

amplitude growth in the tungsten with small perturbation of the inner shells. The

tungsten is sufficiently disrupted that cracks in the radiation case form and allow

large radial losses, causing the radiation temperature on axis to drop to 180 eV.

Perturbations in the 1 -5Y0 range have been found to give reasonable pulsewidths
for Saturn and Z experiments (2,6), although the perturbation level imposed in this
way is zoning dependent.

To reduce the uncertainty in choosing the perturbation level, and come
closer to a “first principles” RT calculation, we have done simulations with a very
fine mesh. As discussed in earlier work (5), RT modes at short wavelengths can
grow to nonlinear amplitudes very quickly from small initial perturbations, then
seed more destructive long wavelength modes through a nonlinear cascade. To
provide a self-consistent instability seed, we have done a finely zoned (10 micron
x 10 micron zones) calculation capable of resolving the short wavelengths that
dominate the early phase. This method of initiating RT calculations with a 2D r-z
code is only valid when there are enough wires in the initial array to merge into an
azimuthally uniform sheath before significant RT growth begins. For this
calculation, modeling 3 mm of the pinch length with periodic boundary conditions
in the z-direction, random density perturbations of O.10/0 were sufficient to
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Figure 3. Density contours at 20 ns intervals
stimulate large amplitude RT growth. Once the dominant features were several
hundred microns in scale, we linked to a coarser mesh ( -30 micron zone size) to
follow the complete implosion. A series of time snapshots of the plasma density
for the multi-shell agar foam + beryllium target are shown in Fig. (3). This
calculation showed reasonable integrity of the radiation case so that radiation
leakage was not a major effect and the radiation temperature was -220 eV in the
hohlraum interior. A plume of optically-thick high Z material reaehed the axis at
one location, however, which could inhibit energy flow to an adjacent load. If the
high-Z plume occurs more than a few mm from the output end, the effect on
energy flow should be small. The RT calculations do not include the effect of an
X-ray-absorbing loa& which would cause an additional drop in the radiation
temperature.

All of the calculations show significant breakup of the tungsten sheath
before it encounters the outermost stabilizing agw shell. This prompts us to
consider an initial state that more closely approximates the zero-acceleration
density profile at large radius. At present, it is not practical to extend the profile
to large; radius with ‘low density foams because of the limited ability
and handle these extremely fi-agile materials. An alternative may

to machine
be to use
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concentric, nested wire arrays, with the separation between wires in each shell
smaller than the distance the wires expand due to heatingby X-rays. With this
technique, an arbitrary initialdensity profile of virtually any material may be
possible. The first experiments with simpler loads will tell us if these more
complex targets are necessary to control RT instability.
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